ALPHA DIAGNOSTICS JOINS
ASCENZ’S PREMIUM PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM
2 May 2019 – Effective 1 April 2019, Ascenz Solutions Pte Ltd and Alpha
Diagnostics Ltd have entered into the Premium Partnership Program to
promote the use of latest generation condition monitoring equipment in the
maritime and offshore industries. The partners will work together to integrate
Alpha Diagnostics’ technology into Ascenz’s Shipulse platform for vessel
management to enable customers to boost efficiency and increase cost
savings. Alpha Diagnostics’ on-board solutions are able to reliably analyse the
condition of main and auxiliary engines and other rotating equipment using a
minimum amount of sensor signals. Both partners look forward to this
complementary partnership and are convinced that they will benefit from the
joint efforts.
About Ascenz (www.ascenz.com)
Ascenz is a globally trusted provider of premium, end-to-end solutions for the
maritime industry. With more than a decade of experience and an established
foothold in Asia, we provide intuitive, agile and forward-looking smart
shipping solutions and services tailored for offshore, ocean-going, bunkering
and Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) segments. We spearhead the push for rapid
digitalization within the maritime industry.
As part of the GTT Group, an international frontrunner in technological
solutions for storage and shipping of liquefied gas, particularly LNG, our
solutions are aligned with industry trends. We empower and assist users by
streamlining processes, increasing both efficiency and sustainability of
processes.
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Through its Premium Partnership Program, Ascenz is leading the creation of
a global alternative digital ecosystem to accompany maritime players in their
data and digital journey.
About Alpha Diagnostics (www.alphadiagnostics.ch)
Alpha Diagnostics Ltd is a global engineering company offering non-invasive
diagnostic systems for combustion engines and rotating machines. Our
solutions enable customers to implement effective preventive maintenance
strategies in various markets worldwide.
Currently deployed in maritime, railway, industrial as well as oil & gas
applications, Alpha Diagnostics solutions are the key to achieving savings on
fuel consumption, CO2 emissions, maintenance hours and unplanned
downtimes.
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